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Abstract
The current integration of infonnation and cornmunication technology (ICT) will profoundly change
infonnation systernsand the businessthey support. While the current generation of infonnation
systernsfocuseson supporting the businessof a single company. In the future, networks will integrate
the infonnation systernsof companiesand their customersand suppliers. The next generation
infonnation systernswill support cornplete supply chains, not only involving companies,but also
customers.As a resu1t,customerscan be treated as individuals again, catering to their needsby
offering tailor-made products and services. Thus, advancernentsin technology lead to new business
rnodels, new products and services,and neworganisations. The question now is how can we align the
transfonnation of the businesswith development ofinfonnation systerns.Cap Gemini regards
architectural design as the prime rneansto align businesstransfonnation with ICT development This
alignment is supportedby a single framework called the Integrated Architecture Framework (IAF) in
which businessarchitecture is related to ICT architecture. The architectural design approach
underlying IAF allows us to assessthe impact of new businessrnodels on the infonnation systerns
supporting thesernodels, and the other way around, to assessthe impact of new technologies on the
businessrnodels. IAF has been applied successfully to several projects ofwhich one is described in
this paper.
Introduction
The impact of infonnation and communication technology on companies is increasing rapidly. The
future of companiesis becoming more and more dependenton the degreeto assimilate these
technologies,not only within their own organisations, but also in the relations with other companies.
We are now witnessing the integration ofinfonnation technology (IT) with communication
technology.The usual abbreviation is therefore no longer IT, but rather ICT (Infonnation and
Communication Technology). Arguably, the Internet is the catalyst for this integration. The Internet
technology is not restricted to wide-area networks only. It can also be used for networks ranging from
a single company to agglomerations of colIaborating companies.

1 This paper is a result of a joint research project between the Vrije Universiteit

and Cap Gemini in the field of

ICT architecture.
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Figure l: From IT to IC7:

The transition from IT to ICT has a nurnber of consequencesas is depicted in Figure l. The current
generationof information systernstypically focus on the information supply within a single company.
They usually support very specific businessfunctions such as the financial and the ernployee
administration. It is expectedthat these stand-alonesysternswill be integrated in networks supporting
the internal as wen as the external communication. The latter involves both companies and clients.
The net result of this development is the integral co-ordination of businessprocessesof several
conaborating companiesand the channelsto the customers.Typical applications include E-commerce,
supply chain management,customer relationship managementand the Web-enabled enterprise
A consequenceof managing the complete supply chain is that new kinds of products and services will
eroerge.Currently, the emphasislies on maximising the efficiency of mass production of products and
services.New ICT applications will treat customersas individuals by offering products tailored to
individual needs.The future seerosto be an ICT enabled, customerfocused enterprise, in which all
forms of information and communication technology are applied to enable the business.This
enterprisewill be a network (or web) linking people, competencies,facilities and capabilities of
different companiesor individual workers, together as though theyare one enterprise.The ICT
enabledenterprise will show shifting patteros of affiliations, dynamic asseroblyof core competencies
and the resulting virtual supply chains can take many forms. The enterprisewill quickly adapt to
changesboth interoally and externally by changing the patteros of co-operation within the enterprise.
These developmentsdo not only give rise to new opportunities, but also to new questionsthat must be
answeredto successfully integrate new businessffiodels and new technologies in a company:
.The
first and most important question is what kind of new businessffiodels and products are
enabledby ICT and how can ICT be used as a strategic ffieans for businessinnovation.
.The
secondquestion then is how can we assessthe implications ofICT on the business.A derived
question is how to integrate new developmentsin existing I(C)T systernsand organisations.
.The
final question is how to synchronise changesin businessand infonnation systerns.In
particular, how can we define a migration and transfonnation path in order to reduce the inherent
risks of innovation?
The answersfor thesequestions can be found in the tight integration of businessand ICT policies. Cap
Gemini regards architecture as the prime meansto establish this integration. The key idea is to relate
businessarchitecture with information system and technical infrastructure architecture in a single
framework: the Integrated Architecture Framework (IAF). In this way, the impact of new business
models on information systernscan be evaluated quickly, and the other way around, the consequences
of technology innovations can be assessedat the businesslevel.
In this papef, we discussIAF. In particular, we focus on how business,infomlation system and the
technical infrastructure architecture areasare aligned. The use of IAF is exemplified with an
elaboratedexample. This papef starts with a discussion on architectural principles undeflying IAF .
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Architectural

Principles

Businessarchitecture and ICT architecture are ernerging disciplines. As a consequence,there is no
widely accepteddefinition for thesekinds of architectures.The vision on architecture described in this
paper is based on the role that the architect plays in the design and realisation of artefacts including
buildings and, of course, information systerns.By observing how architects design in practice, we get
a handIe on the nature of architecture.

The Role of the Architect

architect

developers

appearance,
behaviour

Figure 2: The role o/the architect.

An architect has the following responsibilities:
.Oesigning
artefacts, in particular the design of a businessand the information systernssupporting
the business.
.Cornmunicating
an architectural design to the stakeholders.The fo11owingprime stakeholderscan
be identified: customers,end-users,and developers,that is, they commission, use, and implernent
a systern,respectively.
.Supervising
the development process.
The goal of these actlvitles is:
.To

gain insight at an early stage in the qualitles of an existlng system or a system to be.

.To

use an architectural design as a guide for planning and controlling the subsequent development

.To

stagesinform the stakeholders about what is built, the way it is built, and the implications on the
current situation.

The architect has a pivotal role in the development processof a system. As is depicted in Figure 2, the
architect acts as an intermediary between, on the one hand, customersand end-users,and on the other
hand, the developersof the system.
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Figure 3: The professional

roles of an architect; an architect is more than jwt

an architect.

An architect is responsible for a system's architecture. In principle, an architect designs a system at a
high abstraction level by neglecting irrelevant details. In some cases,however, the details do matter.
One can think of quality attributes like performance and user friendliness, which require a more
detailed design or even a prototypical implementation to assesswhether the user requirementswill be
satisfied or not. It should be clear that an architect should possessmany competencies.The ideal
architect is more than an architect; helshe is also familiar with consulting and engineering (see Figure
3). In the design of complex system, an architect would typically delegatedesign tasks to specialistsin
order to derive at a well-balanced architecture.

Architectural Artefacts
An architect designs artefacts. The term artefact can be detined as something created by humans
serving a practical purpose. It can have a static nature like a house or it can be dynamic like an
information system or the organisation of a company. Every artefact has an architecture, which is
usually identitied by a particular architectural style and its accompanying style characteristics.
Frequently, a comparison is made with the design ofbuildings. An important difference when
considering business and ICT architecture is that besides static aspects much attention must be paid to
the dynamical aspects of the system.

As will become apparentlater on, it is useful to view an artefact from two viewpoints [Dietz96]:
.External
view: the black-box approach
The central concepts in the external view of an artefact are behaviour and appearance.That is,
from this point of view, one is interested in what an artefact does and what external form it has.
.Intemal
view: the white-box approach
From the intemal point of view, the emphasislies on the construction and operation of an artefact.
The intemal view describeshow the componentsof an artefact realise its external behaviour and to
some extent its appearance.
From now on, we will use the term organisation, system or component instead of the more abstract
term artefact becausethe former terms are typically used in the realm of businessand ICT .

Architectural Design
The concept of quaIity plays a central role in architecture. The key question is how can we apply
architecture in order to assessquaIity attributes of an existing system or a system to be? To begin with
we must define the quaiity attributes that we are interestedin. ODecan think of quaIity attributes like
performance, security, usability , reusability , modifiability, and portability .A typical architectural
design processis to first derive an architectural design that focuseson the external appearanceand
behaviour, in particular, the system's functionality. ODcewe are certain that the functionality
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requirements are met, the architecture can be transfonned in order to satisfy non-functional
requirements. This iterative design process is depicted in Figure 4 (adapted from [BM99]). Notice that
views are developed to assessquaIity attributes from an appropriate viewpoint. In some cases,it might
be necessaryto add attributes to views, for instance, latencies and execution time attributes for
evaluating the perfonnance of a system by means of simulation. Frequently, alternative designs are
devised that are benchmarked. That is, they are compared with respect to a set of quaIity attributes.
The best design is then further elaborated.
Requirements .I
Specification
Initial Design

-.."',

not OK

"
~OK

Figure 4: Iterative quaiity design.

The question when architectural design transcendsinto traditional (top-down) design is easy to
answer. A systernrnust be recursively decornposedin sub-cornponentsuntil the level is reachedwhere
the systerncan be evaluated.Notice that the goal of cornrnunication with the stakeholdersis satisfied
irnplicitly since the stakeholdersare responsible for the acceptanceof the architecture. In addition, not
every architectural viewpoint needsto be elaboratedto the same abstraction level. The right
abstraction level is dependenton whether we are able to assesscertain quaIity aspectsor not.
A Definition

of Architecture

So far, we have discussedthe role of the architect and the processof architectural design. The result of
an architect's design activities is an architecture. We are now in the position to cast more light on this
controversial concept
An architectura1design results in one or more models of a system. Characteristic properties of these
models are that theyare based on architectural styles and that they describe a system from several
viewpoints. These models are the starting points in a development processthat lead to the realisation
of the system. Such a system has an architecture, namely the architecture that is in conformance (in
principle at least) with the models.
In the reference work "Software Architecture in Practice", the fo11owingdefinition is given, which can
be app1iedto other architecture discip1inesas we}} [BCK98]:
The software architecture of a program or computing system is the structure or structures of
the system, which comprise software components,the extemally visible properties of those
components,and the relationships among them.
A few issuesattract the attention. Firstly, we are only interestedin the externally visible properties of
components,that is, the black-box approach with which we try to deliberately ignore irrelevant details.
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Secondly, a system can have and usually does have multiple structures,which are exposedby
architectural views. Thirdly, the principle of abstraction is enclosedin this definition. However, the
definition does not tell us why this principle should be applied. As discussedbefore, oDeof the central
conceptsin architecture is quaIity. A system's architecture is developed to gain insight in the system's
qualities typically by deriving models of the system at such a level of detail that we can actuallyassess
certain quaIity attributes. As a result, it is usually not sufficient to decomposea system in a single level
ofblack-boxes only. Instead we should make a recursive decomposition until the appropriate
abstraction level is reached.
By taking these remarks into account, we come to the following definition of architecture:
The architecture of a system are the system' s structures, which comprises the intemal
construction and collaboration of components and sub-components as far as they influence the
external appearance and behaviour of the system as experienced by an external actor (a
stakeholder or a system).

The Integrated Architecture

Framework

(IAF)

The Integrated Architecture Framework (IAF) forros the core of Cap Gemini's architectural design
approach.The framework retates the deliverables and methods addressingdifferent aspectsof the ICT
enabled enterprise by capturing the whole scopeof architectural design.

Figure 5: The Integrated Architecture Framework (/AF).

The framework has three dimensions that relate the following aspectsof integrated architectural
design (see Figure 5):
.the
four main architecture areas;
.the
design approach;
.architectural
viewpoints.
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The main objective oflAF is to support an architectural design an ICT enabled enterprise as one
coherent co-operation of people, infonnation, knowledge, applications and technology.The specific
addedvalue and benefits ofIAF are in the design and assessmentof the enabling relationships (see
Figure 7), interactions, and dependenciesamong thesearchitecture areasand not as much in the
architectural design of the individual areas.
Notice that the scopeoflAF is considerably wider than Zachrnan' s framework [Zachrnan87, SZ92]. In
IAF, architectural considerationsrange from businessand information to technical infrastructure and
the relationships between these,while Zachrnan's framework focuseson the design ofinformation
systerns.Furthermore, the design approach with quaIity assessmentis missing in Zachrnan's
framework, which is one of the driving forces in architectural design. Finally, Zachrnan's framework
is silent about design methods. It merelyoffers a framework in which the results of a design process
can be placed.
The design of the enterprisearchitecture with those four architecture areasand their interactions
provides the infonnation to support coherent decisions by the enterprise about:
.business aspectssuch as products, services,distribution channels,businessprocessesand
organisation;
.the infonnation and knowledge neededto enable the business;
.the infonnation systernsi.e. applications and electronic data to enable the businessand the
infonnation and knowledge provision;
.the technology infrastructure ofhardware, system software and middleware to support the other
areas.
In the end, the result of an architectural design using IAF is an ICT enabledentetprise. This ffieans: the
intemalorganisation of the enterprise,its products and servicesand its relationship with external
parties are optirnally enabledby information, knowledge, information systernsand technology
infrastructure.
The Design Approach
The seconddimension of IAF concernsthe design approach.The design of each architecture area goes
through four phases(see Figure 8) which are repeatedin a quaIity assessmentiteration until the client
acceptsthe design
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Figure 8: The design approach.
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The architectural design of an enabled area imposes enabling requirements on the enabling area. For
instancethe architectural design of the business and environment area imposes requirements for its
enabling by automatedserviceson the information systernsarea. The enabling area usesthese
requirementsas input for its conceptualphase.The architectural design of the enabling area is airned
at an external appearanceand behaviour that is able to deliver the required enabling services. The
assessmentof the enabling is realised by a common quaIity view on both areasfrom the enabling point
ofview. The design ofboth areasis repeateduntil the enabling requirements are satisfied. The
consequenceis that when an architectural design is made in one area it is necessaryto perform an
architectural design of allother areasthat are enabledby the areabecausethey contribute to the
requirementsof the design. For instance, the design of an information system for a departmentneeds
for its requirementsa logical design of the businessand information at that department
In order to realise an optimal ICT enabled enterpriseit is necessaryto perform the design and the
quaIity assessmentiteration for all main architecture areasof IAF. Hut an architectural design of a
large enterprise that can directly serve as input for realisation by developerswill contain so much
detail that it is impossible to assessit as a whole. Hy realising the design at different abstraction levels
it is possible to prevent this problem.
Essentially there are two different abstraction levels in the architectural design of an ICT enabled
enterprise:the enterprise-level and the project-level.
The enterprise-level design is a high-level architectural design of the ICT enabled enterprise as a
whole. The airn of the design is a high-level "zoning" plan of the future business,infonnation supply,
infonnation systernsand technology infrastructure at the level of organisational units and subsysterns
that correspondto iroportant roles or functions in the organisations and systerns.The enterprise-level
design also makes representationsof the intennediate stages(islands of stability) that businessand
systernswill pass when transfonning in the direction of the future ICT enabled enterprise.
Stakeholdersfor assessmentof the enterprise-level design are at strategic or tacticallevel.
The project-level design is the architectural design of a part of the ICT enabled enteIprise that is
realised subsequentlyby a project. The design contains all the details that are important for realisationStakeholdersare at tactical and operationallevel, rnainly the people that are directly involved as
ernployeewithin that part of the organisation or user of the information systern.
Enterprise
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Design.

Figure lO shows the relationship between enterprise-level design of the whole ICT enabled enterprise
and the project-level design of businessand ICT subsysternswithin the enterprise.The enterprise-level
design and the different project-level designseach consist of a conceptual, logical and physical design
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and a quaIity assessmentiteration until the design is accepted.The enterprise-level design acts in fact
as one big set of requirements and constraints for the designsat project-level.
The project-level designsmust realise these requirements and constraints. In the casethat this is not
feasible, an adaptation of the enterprise-level may be necessary.Enterprise-level design is therefore a
continuous activity. The enterprise-level architecture is a real zoning plan: It is continually adaptedon
the base of feedback from the project-level designs.
Architectural Viewpoints
The third dimension ofIAF concems specific architectural viewpoints. One of the central issuesin
architectural design is the design and assessmentof certain structures and qualities of an organisation
or system. We have already seenthat the design of an architecture area is an iterative process
controIled by quaIity considerations.Many quaIity attributes can be assessedcornprehensively within
a certain architecture area (e.g., performance and portability), but not all. The assessmentof some
quaIity attributes requires a broader scope. For instance, security cannot be addressedat the IS and TI
architecture areasonly, but requires an overall vision since measurestaken in one area have an impact
on the other areas.For this reason,a coherent approach to architectural design is required that spansall
architecture areas.The architectural viewpoint dimension ofIAF is intended for this purpose. At
present, t wo methods have been developed that addressthe following overall structure or quaIity
attributes:
.The
security of the ICT enabled enterprise. This design method is also applicable for existing
companies that want to improve the security of their organisation and systerns;
.Systerns Management of information systernsand technology infrastructure. The design includes
the systernsmanagementorganisation and its processes,information and information systerns.
A new development is the architectural design of the adaptability through the whole ICT enabled
entelprise.

IAF Example: Facility Services
The Facility Services (FS) is a department of a multinational. It provides intemal services like
financial administration and human resourcemanagement,as weIl as external services for customers
and organisations such as copying, cleaning and leasing. FS will be privatised in the near future, which
has several consequences.The ICT provisions ofFS must be prepared for the future. Even stronger,
the managementof FS regards ICT as an enabIer for offering new products and services to the
customersin a timely way.
This example shows an entetprise-level architectural design using IAF that relates the organisation of
a businesswith ICT in order to assessthe feasibility of the strategy of PS. In particular, IAF has been
used to assesswhether PS has the potential to adapt for facing new challengesin a cost-effective
manner.

Strengths and Weaknesses
The co-ordination of complex facility services, which comprise the secondarybusinessprocessesand
information supply, is the core competenceofFS. This provides FS with a competitive edge in their
branch. In addition, FS has a vast knowledge of the ICT services offered by other players, which
allows FS to quickly interface and co-operate with new customersin the samebranch. FS has no
experience as an autonomous organisation, which has to anticipate new opportunities and counteract
threats. These competenciesmust be acquired in the process of detaching from their umbrella
organisation.
Integrated Architectural
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Requirements and Future Directions
The current ICT policy is based on supporting facility services with dedicated ICT solutions. The pros
and cons of a "make-or-buy" solution are assessedcarefully. However, less attention has been paid to
the integration of these services,resulting in ICT islands supporting very specific services.ICT is not
explicitly used to enable new forros of organisation or services.

ICTas
enabier

New
Services

ICT for

Existing
Services

improving
efficiency
Existing
Customers

New
Customers

Figure 11: Thegrowth path of Facility Services.

A growth path has been detined comprised of two stages(see Figure II ):
I. offer new services to the existing customers;
2. offer new, integrated services to existing and new customers.
The long-tenn goal is to transfonn PS from a service provider into a co-ordinator of integrated service
offerings. ICT is seen as the keyenabIer for this process by providing the means to efficiently coordinate services possibly offered by sub-contractors.

A flexible organisation is required to adapt swiftly for facing new challenges. Since the organisation
structureswill be subjectedto continuous change,it is difficult to line up the ICT organisation with the
businessorganisation. For this reason, the organisation will be organised in small businessunits that
play specific roles in the organisation. These units will be supportedby ICT applications, which in
essencehave to concentrateon a single role only. Integrated servicescan then be offered to customers
by setting up alliances of businessunits.1n this way, new units can be easily incorporated in the
organisation, and the provided services can be easily integrated in other services.
The customer should not be aware of this organisation for offering integrated services.An important
requirement is therefore oneface to the customer, which entails:
.one
account and one account manager per project per customer;
.if
required, one invoice per project per customer;
.a
service may be offered through multiple channels.
Approach

Since the organisation of the businessand the ICT goes hand in hand, the consequencesfor purchasing
future directions cannot be analysedin isolation. For this reason,the feasibility study has been
conducted that usesIAF to relate businessissueswith ICT issues.
The desired organisation, which is partly reflected in the current ICT solution, is used as a starting
point in the assessmentof the requirements.The following phaseshave been followed:
I. envisioning the desired situation;
2. devising alternative solutions;
3. evaluating the alternatives from a flexibility and cost-effectivenesspoint ofview;
4. elaborating one alternative, provided that future directions can be reached.
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The four alternatives can be summarisedas:
l. ERP (Enterprise ResourcePlanning)
An ERP package is comprised of several modules that handIe specific services. The emphasislies
on production system support rather than customer support.
2. Current production systerns
The current production systernswill be used and where necessarythey will be augmentedwith
new functionality .
3.

Information systerns per business rote
Information systerns will be restricted to support the specific rote of a organisational unit only.
The systerns cornrnunicate by rneans of a standardised interface rnechanisrn.

4. ODeintegrated customer and production managementsystem
This solution is like altemative 3 with the exception of the use of a single system for management
and customer services.
The pros and cons of these altematiyes are shown in Table I ( OTS stands for Of- The-Shelf, typical
OTS applications include word-processors, spreadsheets, databases, e-mail packages and financial
packages).
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An architectural concept that is developedprovides the means for integrating new OTS
applications. The architectural principles must therefore be protected against erosion. This
requlres:
.a
managing architect (guarding and guiding);
.an
ICT representativein the managementteam.

Concluding Remarks
IAF has been used to assessthe impact ofICT on the business,and vice versa. This has been done at
the entelprise ]eve] of abstraction in this feasibility study. The next step is to e]aboratethe architecture
areaswhi]e continuously assessingthe impact of decisions in one area on the other ones.IAF proved
to be a valuable tool for relating architectural issuesat the appropriate ]evel of abstraction.

Conclusions
We have argued that ICT enabled enterprisesmust be designed from different architectural
perspectivesto relate the businesswith the technology that enablesthe business.IAF provides the
framework to establish this relation. It can be regarded as a reference architecture framework
prescribing how an architectural design should be approached.In addition, rules and guidelines can be
included in the framework, thereby guiding and directing architectural designs. This ensurescompanywide a coherent co-operation of businessand ICT systerns.It ensuresalso a common "look-and feel"
of the information systernsand even the businessprocesses.We have shown in an example how IAF
has been applied successfully in practice. Although the example concentratedon high level
architectural design, IAF can also be used for more detailed designs in all architecture areas.In fact,
this is one of the most important assetsoflAF; it relates architecture areasat all abstractionlevels and
it provides the context with which architectural design decisions can be traced back.
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